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iifferent authorship. The author of the earlier portion frequently refers to the question of the origin of the Elements of Geometry in a way in which no one would be likely to write vho was not .later than Euclid; and it seems to be the same land which, in the second portion, connects the Elements of Suelid with the work of Eudoxus and Theaetetus. Indeed he author, whoever he was, seems to have compiled the sum-nary with one main object in view, namely, to trace the origin ind growth of the Elements of Geometry; consequently he >mits to refer to certain famous discoveries in geometry such is the solutions of the problem of the duplication of the cube, loubtless because they did not belong to the Elements. In wo cases he alludes to such discoveries, as it were in paren-hesis, in order to recall to the mind of the reader a current bssociation of the name of a particular geometer with a par-icular discovery. Thus he mentions Hippocrates of Chios as i famous geometer for the particular reason that he was the irst to write Elements, and he adds to his name, for the pur-)ose of identification, ' the discoverer of the quadrature of the une'. Similarly, when he says of Pythagoras ' (he it was) dio' (§y $7 . . .) * discovered the theory of irrationals [or : proportions "] and the construction of the cosmic figures1, le seems to be alluding, entirely on his own account, to a jopular tradition to that effect. If the summary is the work >f one author, who was it ? Tannery answers that it was Seminus; but this seems highly improbable, for the extracts rom Geminus's work which we possess suggest that the lubjects therein discussed were of a different kind ; they seem •ather to have been general questions relating to the philoso->hy and content of mathematics, and even Tannery admits hat historical details could only have come incidentally into ,he work.
Could the author have been Proclus himself ? This again leems, on the whole, improbable. In favour of the authorship >f Proclus are the facts (1) that the question of the origin of he Elements is kept prominent and (2) that there is no men-ion of Democritus, whom Euclemus would not have ignored, vhile a follower of Plato such as Proclus might have done lim this injustice, following the example of Plato himself, who vas an opponent of Democritus, never once mentions him, and

